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Non-Intrusive Speech Intelligibility Prediction using
Convolutional Neural Networks
Asger Heidemann Andersen, Jan Mark de Haan, Zheng-Hua Tan, and Jesper Jensen
Abstract—Speech Intelligibility Prediction (SIP) algorithms are
becoming popular tools within the development and operation of
speech processing devices and algorithms. However, many SIP
algorithms require knowledge of the underlying clean speech; a
signal that is often not available in real-world applications. This
has led to increased interest in non-intrusive SIP algorithms,
which do not require clean speech to make predictions. In this
paper we investigate the use of Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) for non-intrusive SIP. To do so, we utilize a CNN
architecture that shows similarities to existing SIP algorithms, in
terms of computational structure, and which allows for easy and
meaningful visualization and interpretation of trained weights.
We evaluate this architecture using a large dataset obtained by
combining datasets from the literature. The proposed method
shows high prediction performance when compared with four
existing intrusive and non-intrusive SIP algorithms. This demon-
strates the potential of deep learning for speech intelligibility
prediction.
Index Terms—non-intrusive speech intelligibility prediction,
convolutional neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
ALGORITHMS for Speech Intelligibility Prediction (SIP)attempt to predict the intelligibility of noisy or oth-
erwise degraded recordings of speech as perceived by a
group of average normal-hearing listeners. In this context,
speech intelligibility is typically defined as the average fraction
of words (measured in percent) that listeners can correctly
understand in a given listening condition (i.e. for a given
type of degradation). The use of SIP algorithms can be an
advantageous alternative to carrying out time consuming and
expensive listening experiments involving many test subjects.
Such algorithms were first studied in the telephone industry,
with the aim of quantifying intelligibility of speech transmitted
via telephone, without relying on listening experiments [1],
[2]. This research resulted in the Articulation Index (AI),
which is an objective scoring of intelligibility, between zero
and one [1]. This scoring is computed as a weighted sum
of contributions from a range of non-overlapping frequency
bands [1]. The band-wise contributions are, in turn, based
on the long-term Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) within each
band [1]. The AI has been shown to have a nearly monotonic
relationship with the measured intelligibility of speech masked
by stationary noise. It has, furthermore, been shown that the AI
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can be interpreted as an estimate of the information capac-
ity of a noisy communication channel [3]. An updated and
ANSI-standardized version of the AI is known as the Speech
Intelligibility Index (SII) [4].
Since the introduction of the AI, a considerable amount
of research has been carried out within the SIP community.
This more recent work often aims to provide predictions in
conditions where the AI and SII fall short. These include
conditions with fluctuating interferers, e.g. [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], conditions where the speech signal has been
non-linearly degraded or processed, e.g. [12], [13], [14], [15],
and conditions with binaural listening, e.g. [16], [17], [8],
[18], [9], [19], [20], [21]. Several works have, furthermore,
proposed SIP algorithms that account for hearing loss, e.g. [4],
[22], [23], [24], [25]. On the theoretical level, efforts have
been made to design algorithms that accurately model the
auditory system in a physiological sense [26], [27], [10], [21],
[24], [28], or which account for speech intelligibility from an
information theoretical viewpoint [29], [30], [31], [32]. SIP
algorithms can be classified according to the input signals
required for making predictions. The AI and SII require access
to clean speech and noise in separation (and therefore do not
handle non-linearly degraded noisy speech) [1], [33], [34]. A
second class of SIP algorithms makes predictions based on
the degraded speech signal (i.e. that for which intelligibility is
predicted), and either the clean speech in separation, e.g [12],
[13], [24], [32], [11], or the clean noise in separation, e.g. [27],
[10], [21]. Together, SIP algorithms that require knowledge of
the clean speech signal or the clean noise signal are known as
intrusive SIP algorithms [25].
Recently, research has been increasingly directed towards
non-intrusive SIP algorithms, which predict intelligibility us-
ing only the degraded speech signal, e.g. [35], [22], [36],
[37], [23], [38], [25], [39], [40], [41]. Such algorithms could
be valuable for online assessment of speech intelligibility
in signal processing devices such as hearing aids, or for
other real-world applications where a clean signal cannot be
obtained [25], [39], [41], [40]. A widely used non-intrusive SIP
algorithm is the Speech to Reverberation Modulation energy
Ratio (SRMR) [35], [22], [37], [23], [38], which has been
developed to asses both intelligibility and quality of rever-
berant speech. It does so by quantifying the fraction of the
input signal energy which can be attributed to low frequency
modulations, based on the observation that speech signals are
mainly characterized by low-frequency modulations [35].
The Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) measure is
an intrusive SIP algorithm that has gained considerable popu-
larity in the signal processing community [13]. This algorithm
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predicts intelligibility from clean and degraded speech by
averaging the sample correlation coefficient of short segments
of clean and degraded envelopes across 15 one-third octave
bands. The STOI measure has been shown to correlate well
with measured intelligibility in conditions including different
additive noise sources [13], noise reduction processing [42],
[13], hearing-aid and cochlear implant processing [25], and
noisy speech transmitted via telephone [43]. Later work has
shown the STOI measure to be closely related to an estimate
of information transmission [32]. The STOI measure has been
extended to make binaural predictions [44], [45], as well
as to make non-intrusive [40], or partly non-intrusive [39],
[41], predictions. An extension of the STOI measure, which
aims to increase prediction accuracy for speech masked by
fluctuating noise, is proposed in [11]. Another extension aims
to increase prediction accuracy by weighting contributions
of speech segments according to the information content
of the speech [46]. A noise reduction algorithm, based on
maximizing the STOI measure, is presented in [47].
The SIP algorithms discussed until this point are typically
based on heuristics, as well as simple models of the human
auditory system, and in some cases information theory. The al-
gorithms gain trustworthiness primarily from repeated displays
of accurate prediction performance across different conditions.
However, a number of works have attempted to partly or
fully predict intelligibility using data-driven methods. One
approach in this direction has been to use an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system to transcribe degraded sentences,
using the error rate as a measure of intelligibility [48], [49].
Another data-driven approach has been to non-intrusively
estimate the output of an intrusive SIP algorithm [50], [51],
[52], [53]. Both of these methods have the advantage that
they do not rely on the availability of databases of measured
intelligibility for training. Somewhat surprisingly, only limited
attempts have been made to predict intelligibility directly from
corresponding degraded speech signals [54], [55], [56], [57].
The recent success of deep learning, within both ASR [58] and
speech enhancement [59], [60], suggests that such approaches
could be successful within SIP. The absence of such work
may be primarily due to the lack of widely available datasets
of degraded speech and corresponding measured intelligibility.
In this paper, we use Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) to non-intrusively predict the intelligibility of de-
graded speech. We consider only monaural/diotic signals, thus
avoiding the need to model binaural advantage. We consider
speech signals which have been degraded by the addition
of noise and by non-linear processing, making the proposed
method comparable to the STOI measure and other SIP algo-
rithms with similar properties as well as to existing monau-
ral non-intrusive algorithms. When using neural networks
for ASR, these typically include millions of parameters, and
are trained using thousands of hours of speech material [58].
We are not aware of the existence of such large databases
of measured intelligibility, and this consequently rules out
the possibility of training similarly large neural networks
for SIP. Instead, this work has been guided by the following
hypothesis:
SIP is a simple problem in comparison with ASR and
speech enhancement, and can therefore be solved by
a comparatively smaller neural network.
Under this hypothesis, it should be possible to obtain good
performance on the SIP task, without having to rely on
massive quantities of training data. The hypothesis is based
on the assumption that speech intelligibility can be effectively
assessed by the presence or absence of a rather small number
of spectro-temporal patterns in a signal. This assumption is
motivated by the observation that existing non-intrusive SIP
algorithms are able to predict intelligibility accurately across
many conditions, by considering very simple modulation-
domain structures [35], [36], [40]. In contrast, an ASR system
must, in some form or another, store a detailed lexicon of
all sounds present in speech, to allow for distinguishing and
classifying these.
In order to make our work interpretable and comparable to
existing non-intrusive and intrusive SIP algorithms, we have
used a simple CNN structure, which is based on a small
number of easy-to-visualize modulation features. In Sec. II, we
provide a detailed description of the structure of this network.
In Sec. III, we describe the speech database used for training,
validation, and testing of the method. In Sec. IV, we evaluate
the proposed measure, and compare it with existing non-
intrusive and intrusive SIP algorithms. In Sec. V we discuss
the implications of specific design choices in the proposed
CNN architecture and the approach used for training it. Sec. VI
concludes upon our findings.
II. A CNN FOR INTELLIGIBILITY PREDICTION
In this section we describe the CNN architecture that
we use to non-intrusively predict speech intelligibility. We
specifically chose a CNN structure because 1) this allows for
handling input signals of varying length, and 2) the resulting
convolution kernels can be visually inspected, and clearly
reveal the spectro-temporal features used by the network.
Since we consider non-intrusive intelligibility prediction,
only a degraded input signal, y(t), is available. This is assumed
to be a recording including one or more spoken sentences,
which may be degraded by noise, reverberation, non-linear
distortion, or essentially any other factor. The goal is to predict
the fraction of words that are understandable to a normal-
hearing listener. By a word being “understandable”, we mean
that the listener is able to repeat it, after having heard it. In this
study we define the ground truth intelligibility as an average
obtained across multiple sentences and for multiple subjects
but in the same listening condition. Thus, the output of the
proposed method is a number in the range 0% to 100%.
Non-intrusive SIP algorithms are most often considered for
real-time applications, where a clean signal is unavailable.
The task of predicting intelligibility for a signal in real-time
is illustrated in Fig. 1. This shows a noisy signal with a
sentence placed in the middle. Underneath, illustrative values
of true and estimated intelligibility levels are shown. The true
intelligibility may have been obtained in a listening experiment
where multiple sentences were presented to subjects in the
same particular condition. Notably, it is a fixed value, which
can only be considered valid within the speech-active region of
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Fig. 1. An illustration of a real-time non-intrusive SIP algorithm.
the signal. Outside this region, speech intelligibility is poorly
defined because no underlying speech is present. The estimated
intelligibility is a time-varying signal based on a short history
of the degraded signal (e.g. one or a few seconds). When
speech is present, the estimate should ideally be close to
the true intelligibility. When only noise is present we should
expect the estimate to approach 0% as pure noise cannot be
distinguished from noisy speech at a very low SNR. At the
same time, it appears intuitively sensible that intelligibility is
0% when no speech is present.
For the present study we are interested in evaluating whether
the proposed system is capable of correctly predicting mea-
sured intelligibility. Therefore, instead of generating time-
varying estimates based on a short signal history, we allow the
proposed system to integrate across a full signal consisting of
multiple sentences to generate a single prediction of intelligi-
bility. This prediction is compared with measured intelligibility
(which is also based on multiple sentences). When doing this,
it is important that the input signal does not contain long
pauses where speech is absent, as speech intelligibility is
undefined in these. In the evaluation of the proposed method,
we therefore use an ideal Voice Activity Detector (VAD) to
remove long stretches with no speech. It is important to stress
that the use of an ideal VAD is necessary only to be able
to evaluate the proposed method in a meaningful manner.
Specifically, an ideal VAD is necessary to ensure that the
evaluation of the system is only carried out on parts of the
input signal where speech intelligibility is well defined and
known. A VAD is not necessary for operation of the proposed
method. For example, a VAD is not necessary to generate time-
varying estimates as illustrated in Fig. 1 (we show examples
of such estimates in Sec. IV-F). We refer to Sec. V for further
discussion of the necessity and implications of evaluating the
proposed system together with an ideal VAD.
The input signal, y(t), is preprocessed before being pre-
sented to the aforementioned CNN. This is done to lower
computational demands and to make the resulting network
independent of the overall level of the input speech. Fur-
thermore, the preprocessing steps serve to roughly model the
frequency selectivity of the cochlea. Because the preprocessing
also serves to lower the input signal dimensions, it may also be
seen as a form of dimensionality reduction. The preprocessing
consists of steps which are highly similar to ones carried out in
the STOI measure [13]. These steps result in a considerably
more compact signal representation, and the success of the
STOI measure suggests that they do not remove information
which is crucially important to speech intelligibility.
A. Preprocessing
The input signals are first resampled to 10 kHz and periods
without speech are removed by use of an ideal VAD, i.e.
a VAD which makes use of the underlying clean speech
signal. As previously stated, the ideal VAD is necessary to
meaningfully evaluate the performance of the trained network,
but is not needed in real-world uses of the proposed system.
The applied VAD consists of two steps: 1) both the clean
and degraded signals are segmented into 256-sample Hann-
windowed segments, with an overlap of 50% between consec-
utive frames, and 2) the degraded signal is resynthesized, using
only frames where speech is present. We define speech-active
frames as ones which contain clean speech energy in excess of
−40 dB relative to the most energetic frame [13]. Furthermore,
frames are also labelled as speech active if they do not belong
to a sequence of at least one second where no frame has a clean
speech energy in excess of −40 dB (i.e. only consecutive non-
speech regions longer than one second are removed). Thereby,
short pauses between words are categorized as speech active,
so that the output of the VAD is still naturally sounding speech.
After resampling and removal of segments without speech,
the signal is analyzed with a short-time Discrete Fourier
Transformation (DFT). This is done in 256-sample Hann-
windowed segments which are zero-padded to 512 samples.
The DFT coefficient corresponding to the kth frequency bin
and the mth time frame is denoted ŷk,m.
Envelopes are then extracted in Q = 15 one-third octave
bands, across the M time frames in the signal [13]:
Yq,m =
√√√√√ k2(q)∑
k=k1(q)
|ŷk,m|2, (1)
for m = 1, . . . , M and q = 1, . . . , Q, where q is the one-
third octave band index, and k1(q) and k2(q) are, respectively,
the lower and upper limits of the qth one-third octave band.
The one-third octave bands have center frequencies spaced by
one third octave, starting at 150 Hz.
The envelopes are mean- and variance normalized. We
define the normalized envelope sample, Ȳq,m, by the two
following steps:
Y̆q,m = Yq,m −
1
N
m∑
m′=m−N+1
Yq,m′ , (2)
for m = N, . . . , M , and:
Ȳq,m =
Y̆q,m√
1
N
∑m
m′=m−N+1 Y̆
2
q,m′
, (3)
for m = 2N − 1, . . . , M , where Y̆q,m is a zero-mean
intermediate variable, and Ȳq,m is the normalized envelope.
We use N = 30 envelope samples (corresponding to 384 ms)
to estimate the mean and variance. The resulting normalized
envelopes are defined for Q = 15 one-third octave bands, and
for L = M − 2N + 2 time windows.
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Fig. 2. A block diagram of the applied network architecture. Network weights,
indicated by (A)–(H), are found by stochastic gradient descent. The output of
the SUM-layer can be used as an index of intelligibility comparable to the SII
or the STOI measure. By including the dataset-dependent LOGISTIC-layer,
the network can be used to make direct predictions of intelligibility in percent.
B. Network Architecture
The preprocessed input signal can be represented as a matrix
of L × Q real numbers. The aim is to make a prediction of
the intelligibility of the input signal in the range 0–100%.
The specific CNN architecture, used to do so, is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
First, the preprocessed input signal is convolved with K ker-
nels of dimension N × Q (marked (A) in Fig. 2). This
convolution is carried out only for shifts where the kernel
is entirely contained in the preprocessed signal. Furthermore,
the convolution is carried out with a subsampling (or a stride)
of 10, to limit computational demand. Thus, the output of this
convolution is a tensor of dimension b(L−N+1)/10×1×Kc,
where b·c is the floor operator. A kernel-dependent constant
is added to this tensor (marked (B) in Fig. 2). The temporal
length of the kernels has been chosen to N = 30 (or 384 ms),
because a similar time scale was used with good results for
both the STOI [13] and Non-Intrusive STOI (NI-STOI) [40]
measures. The kernels were chosen to span all Q = 15
frequency bands, in order not to impose any constraints on
the modelled structures across frequency. Furthermore, this
design allows for easy visual inspection and interpretation of
the kernels. The result of the convolution is transformed in an
entry-wise manner with a “softplus” non-linearity [61]:
f(z) = log(1 + ez). (4)
The softplus-function is used because it was found to lead
to fast and stable convergence during training. Following
this, pooling is carried out by averaging across the first
(temporal) dimension of the signal, yielding an output vector
of dimension 1× 1×K. This vector is passed through three
conventional Feed-Forward (FF) layers (weights marked (C)
in Fig. 2), with K inputs and K outputs, each employing the
softplus as activation functions. A constant-vector is added
before each non-linearity (marked (D) in Fig. 2). A weighted
summation of the the K outputs of the final FF layers is carried
out (weights marked (E) and constant marked (F) in Fig. 2).
The output of this summation (the SUM block on Fig. 2)
is used as an index of intelligibility comparable to the SII
or the STOI measure. In order to map this index to a direct
prediction of intelligibility, we apply a logistic function exactly
as for the STOI measure [13]:
f(x) =
1
1 + exp(ax + b)
, (5)
where x is the network output, and a and b are dataset
dependent parameters. The resulting output is a scalar in the
range 0 to 1, corresponding to 0–100% predicted intelligibility.
When training the system with multiple datasets, we use
separate values of a and b for each dataset (marked (G) and (H)
in Fig 2, assuming that R datasets are used), but train these
parameters exactly as the remainder of the network. That is,
we perform training jointly across one instance of network
weights together with one pair of logistic function parameters
for each dataset used for training (ar, br for r = 1, . . . , R).
See Sec. III for more details on the datasets used for training.
The system was implemented using Theano [62].
C. Interpretation of the Architecture
The proposed CNN architecture can be related to the struc-
ture of existing SIP algorithms. The majority of existing SIP
algorithms assume that additive contributions to intelligibility
are supplied from different frequency bands [1], [4], [13] or
modulation frequency bands [15], [28], [27]. Thus, contribu-
tions from several separate channels are computed and linearly
combined, typically applying some numerical weighting of
the importance of each channel [1], [63]. The contributions
typically depend on either the SNR [1] or the correlation
between clean and degraded envelopes [12], [13], [32], [11]
within a band. For instance, the SII is computed as follows [4]:
SII =
n∑
i=1
IiAi, (6)
where n is the number of frequency bands, Ii is the relative
importance of the i’th band, and Ai is a measure of the
speech fidelity in the ith band, which is, in turn, determined
by transforming the SNR, in the ith band, with a compressive
function. The resulting sum of contributions can then be
transformed into a prediction of intelligibility (as a fraction
of correctly understood words), by use of a mapping function
with an output in the range 0 to 1 (e.g. a logistic function [13]
or a cumulative normal distribution [27]).
In the CNN architecture proposed in this paper, the K out-
puts of the convolution stage react to the presence of different
spectro-temporal patterns in the input signal. These excitations
are non-linearly transformed and mixed in three FF layers. The
outputs from the last FF layer are linearly combined using
trained weights. The output of this stage can be considered as
an index of intelligibility comparable to the SII or the STOI
measure. This value may be transformed by a dataset-specific
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logistic function to obtain a prediction of intelligibility in
percent. The last stages of the CNN, specifically the SUM and
LOGISTIC blocks in Fig. 2, are similar to existing SIP algo-
rithms, in that they compute a weighted sum of contributions,
which is then mapped onto the interval 0 to 1 with a mapping
function. The last two steps of this process correspond closely
to the computation of the SII, cf. (6). However, instead of
combining the SNR-based values Ai, the CNN architecture
combines the outputs of the FF network into an index. As for
the SII (for example), this index may then be transformed into
a prediction of intelligibility in percent by a logistic function.
The difference between the proposed CNN architecture and
the SII is, then, that the proposed architecture non-intrusively
estimates the K separate contributions, while the SII relies
on the band-wise SNR, transformed by a compressive non-
linearity. The proposed architecture does so by detecting the
similarity of the input signals to a range of trained modulation
templates (i.e. kernels), which may be indicators of speech,
noise, or other factors that impact intelligibility. This in turn
suggests that the combination of the convolutional stage and
the FF network can be interpreted, at least structurally, as
an SNR estimator, followed by a non-linear transformation
similar to that used in the SII. An advantage of the proposed
method is that visual inspection of the kernels can give an
understanding of which features the network associates with
speech (see Sec. IV-F).
D. Training
The system is trained in a supervised manner on a database
of audio files of different lengths, each with an associated mea-
sured intelligibility (see Sec. III). Network weights (marked
(A)–(H) in Fig. 2) were found using stochastic gradient
descent [64], while optimizing for the cross entropy [64]. Each
gradient step is computed from a minibatch assembled from 5
seconds of audio, picked from a uniformly distributed random
location in the signal, from each of five randomly picked audio
files from the training set, i.e a total of 5 × 5 seconds of
audio, and 5 corresponding values of measured intelligibility
between 0% and 100%. We consider one epoch to constitute
a single use of each value of measured intelligibility. Conse-
quently, one epoch makes use of only 5 seconds of audio from
each associated audio file.
Training commences with a learning rate of 0.01. Perfor-
mance is evaluated on both the training set and the validation
set once every 50 epochs (see Sec. III for details on the
training and validation sets). At this point, the learning rate is
decreased by 15% if the current best training set performance
has not been found within any of the last five performance
evaluations. Training is stopped when the current best vali-
dation set performance has not been found within any of the
last 20 performance evaluations. Final evaluation is performed
using the weights which gave rise to the highest validation set
performance.
The training process was regularized in two different ways.
First, a regularization term, consisting of 10−5 times the sum
of squares of all trained weights, was added to the objective
function. Secondly, dropout, with a probability of 0.5 was
TABLE I
AN OVERVIEW OF THE FOUR LISTENING EXPERIMENTS.
ID Collected by # conditions
D1 Kjems et al. [65] 114
D2 Kjems et al. [65] 33
D3 Jensen & Taal [11] 60
D4 Studebaker & Sherbecoe [66] 318
used on the weights in the convolution stage. Dropout was not
used in the remaining stages, as this was found to make the
training process unstable. This is most likely because relatively
narrow FF layers were used in practice (i.e. there were few
nodes in each layer).
III. DATA MATERIAL
To evaluate the proposed architecture, we assembled a
dataset by combining data from a number of sources. This
dataset was split into training, validation and testing sets in
two different manners, as described in this section.
A. Sources of Data
We obtained measured intelligibility from four listening
experiments described in the literature (see Table I):
• D1: (Described in [65].) Intelligibility was measured
for noisy sentences processed by Ideal Time Frequency
Segregation (ITFS) (an idealized type of noise reduction
where low-SNR DFT units are suppressed [65]). This was
done for 1) four different noise types: Speech Shaped
Noise (SSN), bottling factory hall noise, car noise, and
café noise, 2) two different types of ideal binary masks,
3) eight different Relative Criterion (RC) values (pa-
rameter setting for the ITFS algorithms), and 4) three
different SNR values. The measurements were carried
out for 15 normal hearing subjects, using the Dantale II
speech corpus [67], subjects responding verbally. In this
work, we excluded the conditions with café noise, as
this effectively consists of a single interfering talker.
In conditions with a single interfering talker, a non-
intrusive SIP algorithm must be supplied with additional
information to correctly identify the target talker (as it
could be any of the two talkers). We consider such
conditions to be beyond the scope of this work.
• D2: (Described in [65].) This experiment used the same
speech material and noise sources as dataset D1; however,
ITFS processing was not applied. This was done for
15 normal hearing listeners with the Dantale II corpus,
using an adaptive procedure for measuring the 20%– and
80% Speech Reception Thresholds (SRTs) [65]1 (subjects
responding verbally). The speech intelligibility was esti-
mated at 11 SNRs, uniformly spaced from −20 dB SNR
to 5 dB SNR, by fitting a logistic function to the mea-
sured SRTs, and interpolating, as also done in [32]. The
café noise conditions were removed from this dataset, for
the same reason as for dataset D1.
1The X% SRT is the SNR at which the subject is able to correctly repeat
X% of presented words.
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• D3: (Described in [11].) Intelligibility was measured for
Dantale II sentences masked by ten different types of
noise, including SSN, unintelligible babble (1, 2, and
6 talkers), sinusoidally intensity modulated SSN (2, 4,
8, and 16 Hz), “machine gun” noise, and “destroyer
operations room” noise (the two last noise types are from
the NOISEX corpus [68]). Intelligibility was measured at
six SNRs, uniformly spaced by 3 dB, and centered around
the experimenters rough estimate of the 50% SRT [11].
The experiment was carried out for 12 normal hearing
listeners. The subjects responded by selecting words on
a screen.
• D4: (Described in [66].) Intelligibility was measured
for high- and low-pass filtered spoken words masked
by SSN [66]. This was done using recordings of the
CID W-22 word lists [69]. Measurements were taken
at 21 filter cutoff frequencies, from 112 Hz to 11 kHz,
and 10 SNRs, from -10 dB to 8 dB. However, some
combinations of cutoff frequency and SNR were left
out of the study due to very low expected intelligibility
(e.g. lowpass-filtered speech with a low cutoff frequency
remains unintelligible at an SNR considerably above -10
dB, and intelligibility was therefore not measured for the
lowest SNRs). Eight normal hearing listeners participated
in the study, writing their responses on standardized paper
forms.
The first three datasets were collected using the Danish
Dantale II speech corpus [67] while D4 was collected using
the CID W-22 corpus [69]. It is worthwhile to notice that the
Dantale II corpus includes only 50 unique words, while the
CID W-22 corpus contains 200 unique words. By training on
such small corpora, it is likely that the resulting CNN could
be able to recognize individual words, or parts of words,
and associate these with high levels of intelligibility. This
is undesirable, as a truly non-intrusive SIP algorithm should
not be dependent on a particular underlying speech corpus.
To avoid this problem, we recreated the stimuli of all four
experiments using another Danish speech corpus: Akustiske
Databaser For Dansk (ADFD)2. This includes a wide variety
of Danish sentences spoken by more than 600 individuals of
both genders. In this way, it was possible to ensure that a broad
corpora of sentences spoken by different, non-overlapping, sets
of talkers were used for training, validation, and testing. For
datasets D1, D2, and D3, we were able to obtain the software
used to generate the original stimuli, including the involved
noise recordings and processing algorithms. This software was
rerun using random sentences from the ADFD corpus instead
of the Dantale II corpus as input. It was not possible to
obtain any software or signals from the collection of dataset
D4. The signals were therefore recreated from the descrip-
tion given in [66]. Clean speech signals were generated by
concatenating random ADFD sentences. Both highpass (HP)
and lowpass (LP) filtering was carried out using 512th order
linear phase Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters designed
using the windowing method. The clean speech was filtered
before being mixed with noise. SSN was generated by filtering
2See http://www.nb.no/sbfil/dok/nst taledat dk.pdf.
white noise to have the same long time spectrum as sentences
from the ADFD corpus. The SNR was computed as the ratio
of speech energy to noise energy before filtering the speech.
Speech material corresponding to at least ten sentences per
condition was generated for all four datasets. This resulted in
slightly less than seven hours of audio in total (after voice
activity detection).
As discussed in Sec. II-B, the proposed CNN architecture
includes a separate logistic function for each dataset. However,
due to the small size of dataset D2, we use the same logistic
function for datasets D1 and D2, because they were collected
under nearly identical conditions.
The choices involved in assembling the above described
dataset are further discussed in Sec. V.
B. Training, Validation, and Testing Sets
In total, the four datasets include measured intelligibility for
525 conditions (see Table I). To facilitate an evaluation of the
proposed CNN architecture, these conditions were split into
training, validation, and testing sets. The simplest way to do
this would be to simply partition the data randomly into three
subsets. However, before doing so, it is important to realize
that varying levels of similarity exist between the conditions:
• For each combination of noise and processing, intelli-
gibility was measured for multiple SNRs (counted as
separate conditions). In other words, the exact same
combination of noise and processing is present across
multiple conditions.
• Each noise type may be present across multiple condi-
tions differing only in the applied processing (and vice
versa).
Thus, by splitting the conditions entirely randomly, it may be
difficult to draw conclusions about what exactly the network
has learnt. Specifically, prediction performance may depend to
a large extent on whether similar conditions were included in
the training and testing sets. Furthermore, the results may not
be representative of the performance that could be obtained
with entirely novel types of noise and processing.
To partly control for the above described issue, we investi-
gate two different means of generating the training, validation,
and testing subsets:
1) We perform the split such that, to the furthest extent
possible, all noise/processing configurations are repre-
sented in all three subsets, but at different SNRs. In
other words, we deliberately split the conditions such
as to make the three subsets as similar as possible, in
that they contain the same noise/processing conditions,
only at different SNRs. This allows us to investigate the
ability of the trained network to generalize to previously
unseen SNRs in previously seen configurations of noise
type and processing. A similar scheme was employed
in [57].
2) We perform the split such that no noise/processing
configuration is represented in more than one subset.
This amounts to deliberately making the training and
testing sets more dissimilar than they would have been if
the split was carried out entirely at random. This allows
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us to investigate the ability of the trained network to
generalize to unseen configurations of noise type and
processing.
To perform the first type of split, the conditions are grouped
according to the applied noise/processing combination (i.e.
such that each group consists of conditions that differ only
in SNR). Each group is split such that four of six conditions
are placed in the training set and one of six conditions are
placed each of the validation and testing sets. Whenever this
distribution cannot be obtained exactly, the remaining data
points are distributed via fair lottery3. This ensures that each
combination of noise/processing is represented evenly across
the training, validation and testing sets.
For the second splitting procedure we expect a considerable
degree of variability in performance across different split real-
izations. This is expected because intelligibility may be more
or less difficult to predict for the different noise/processing
combinations (e.g. if a noise/processing combination, which
is highly dissimilar from all others, is placed in the testing
set, it may lead to low performance, and vice versa). To make
sure that each condition is equally weighted in the analysis,
we therefore use the second splitting procedure for k-fold
cross-validation. To do so, the conditions are again grouped
according to the applied noise/processing combination. Each
group is then randomly assigned to one of six subsets. Four of
these subsets are used for training, one for validation, and one
for testing. By rotating which subsets are used for training,
validation and testing, we obtain six different splits, such that
every data point is included exactly once in a validation set
and once in a testing set. This ensures that predictions are
made for all conditions in the available dataset.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the proposed CNN, and compare
it with four previously proposed non-intrusive and intru-
sive SIP algorithms. We separately evaluate performance for
the two different approaches for generating training, valida-
tion, and testing subsets (described in Sec. III-B). We also
evaluate the performance of the method for two additional
datasets, which were not used for training, and for inputs of
clean speech and pure noise. Furthermore, we investigate the
impact of substituting one underlying clean speech corpus for
another (as described in Sec. III-A). Lastly, we investigate
kernels and time-varying predictions for a specific instance of
a trained network.
A. Testing with Unseen SNRs
We first consider performance when training with all noise/-
processing configurations, and testing with unseen SNRs (the
first data splitting method described in Sec. III-B). Because
of the relatively small size of the dataset, random factors in
the splitting procedure may affect performance. We therefore
3E.g. if eight data points are to be split, four are assigned to the training
set, one is assigned to the validation set, one is assigned to the testing set, and
each of the remaining two samples are independently assigned to the either
the training, validation, or testing sets with probabilities 4/6, 1/6, and 1/6,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. The median test RMSE in percentage points (pp) vs K, when testing
with unseen SNRs but previously seen noise/processing configurations. The
error bars show 25th and 75th percentiles.
drew ten realizations of the split, and evaluated performance
for each of these.
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between median prediction
performance, in terms of Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE),
and the value of K (i.e. the number of convolution kernels).
The median is computed across the performance of ten trained
networks; one for each dataset split. The figure shows per-
formance improving for increasing K, until around K = 14,
whereafter performance improves only slowly. The small error
bars indicate that performance is consistent across the different
realizations of splits. In absolute terms, the best RMSE is
slightly below 14 percentage points (pp).
Based on the results of Fig. 3, we find K = 14 to represent
a good trade-off between performance and computational
demand. We therefore use this value when testing with unseen
noise/processing configurations, as described in the following
section.
B. Testing with Unseen Noise/Processing Configurations
We now consider performance for noise/processing config-
urations that were not used for training. To do so, we split
the dataset by the second method described in Sec. III-B. We
generated ten sets of six splits, as described in Sec. III-B.
One CNN was trained for each resulting split, yielding
ten different predictions for each condition (i.e. 60 CNNs
were trained in total). The medians of these predictions, for
each condition, are plotted against measured intelligibility in
Fig. 4a. This shows that accurate predictions are made for the
majority of conditions. This, to a certain extent, suggests that
the trained CNNs have learnt fundamental features that gov-
ern the intelligibility of speech. Especially the conditions of
dataset D4 consistently appear to be very accurately predicted.
Substantial prediction performance is also seen for datasets D1
and D2, although intelligibility is considerably overestimated
for a group of conditions from dataset D1. Dataset D3 is
notably less accurately predicted. This dataset contains speech
in different types of modulated or strongly fluctuating noise
types. Intelligibility in such conditions has proved difficult to
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Fig. 4. The median of predictions for the proposed CNN, and for four other
SIP algorithms, plotted against corresponding measured intelligibility. The
error bars show the 25th and 75th percentiles of predictions. Colors/symbols
indicate which dataset each condition belongs to. For the proposed method,
the ten conditions with the largest absolute prediction errors are numbered in
descending order. Descriptions of these are given in Table II.
predict by several existing SIP algorithms, including the SII
and the STOI measure [6], [11].
The ten largest prediction errors on Fig. 4a are annotated and
listed in Table II. Not surprisingly, these consist of conditions
from datasets D1 and D3. These are conditions with either
very low SNR or with noise types that have speech-like
modulations. More surprisingly, a large prediction error occurs
for speech in SSN at an SNR of −2 dB (No. 10 in Table II,
dataset D3). This error can most likely be attributed to a
poorly fitted logistic function for dataset D3, as prediction
performance is generally low for this dataset.
Fig. 4b shows predictions by four other SIP algorithms:
the intrusive STOI [13] and Extended STOI (ESTOI) [11]
measures, as well as the non-intrusive NI-STOI measure [40]
and the SRMR [35], [38]. To ensure a fair comparison, we
preprocessed the input signals, for these algorithms, with
exactly the same ideal VAD as used in preprocessing for
TABLE II
CONDITIONS WITH LARGEST ABSOLUTE PREDICTION ERRORS.
No. Error Description
1 63.4 pp D1 • Car cabin • SNR=–60dB • TBM RC=12.7dB
2 62.7 pp D3 • ICRA7: 6 spkr babble • SNR=–19dB
3 54.5 pp D1 • Bottl. fact. • SNR=–60dB • IBM RC=-34.9dB
4 53.1 pp D3 • ICRA7: 6 spkr babble • SNR=–16dB
5 52.4 pp D1 • Car cabin • SNR=–20.3dB • TBM RC=12.7dB
6 51.5 pp D3 • Mod. SSN f=2Hz • SNR=–27dB
7 51.4 pp D1 • Bottl. fact. • SNR=–60dB • TBM RC=-23.1dB
8 51.4 pp D1 • Car cabin • SNR=–23.0dB • TBM RC=12.7dB
9 50.9 pp D1 • Bottl. fact. • SNR=–60dB • IBM RC=-25.2dB
10 –49.7 pp D3 • ICRA1: SSN • SNR=–2dB
TABLE III
PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR THE FIVE SIP ALGORITHMS.
SIP algorithm RMSE Kendall’s Tau
CNN 17.69 pp 0.667
STOI 18.94 pp 0.658
ESTOI 17.11 pp 0.692
NI-STOI 19.90 pp 0.629
SRMR 32.77 pp 0.281
the proposed architecture. The outputs of these predictors
were transformed with a logistic function, (5), identical to
the one used in the output of the proposed CNN architecture.
The constants a and b were fitted to the training data4, and
predictions were carried out for the corresponding test set.
One logistic function was fitted for each dataset (except for
datasets D1 and D2 for which a single logistic function was
fitted), as for the proposed CNN architecture. This was done
for all 60 dataset splits, yielding ten different predictions for
each point. Fig. 4b shows the medians of these.
The two intrusive SIP algorithms (the STOI and ESTOI
measures) show consistently good prediction performance,
with the exception of a group of conditions, for which
the STOI measure severely underestimates intelligibility.
These are mainly conditions from dataset D3, which involve
modulated or otherwise fluctuating interferers. The ESTOI
measure was developed specifically to cope better with such
conditions [11]. It is entirely expected that these algorithms
perform favorably in comparison with the proposed one, as
they have a considerable advantage, in having the clean signal
available. This is not the case for the two non-intrusive SIP
algorithms included in the analysis (the NI-STOI measure
and the SRMR). The NI-STOI measure predicts the overall
trend accurately, with the exception of dataset D3. The SRMR
correlates poorly with measured intelligibility in the studied
conditions. It appears that this is partly caused by a number of
conditions from datasets D1 and D4, for which intelligibility is
substantially overestimated. This result has to be interpreted
in light of the fact that the SRMR was initially developed
with only reverberant speech in mind [35]. The developers of
the SRMR have, however, later suggested its use for purposes
beyond this [38], [25].
A notable feature of Fig. 4, is the fact that the measures
in the STOI-family provide very consistent predictions across
different training sets (i.e. the error bars are small), while
4The fitting was carried out using the scipy.optimize.curve_fit-
function in SciPy [70].
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Fig. 5. Median predicted versus measured intelligibility for two datasets that
were not used for training (D5, D6).
the CNN-based approach shows considerable variability. This
is certainly a consequence of the fact that the STOI-family
measures have only two fitted parameters (a and b in (5)),
while the CNN-based approach has many more. However, the
variations are rather small in comparison with the magnitude
of prediction errors, and are therefore not likely to influence
performance strongly. Even more consistent predictions could
possibly be obtained with a larger and more representative
dataset.
Table III lists the overall prediction performance of the five
SIP algorithms in terms of RMSE and Kendall’s Tau. Both
performance measures show the proposed method to perform
better than all but the ESTOI measure. This result should be
considered in the light of the fact that the STOI and ESTOI
measures gain a considerable advantage by having access to
the clean speech signal. On the other hand, the CNN-based
method is trained on conditions which, while not identical,
may be similar to the ones used for testing.
C. Predictions for Entirely Unseen Data
The results presented above indicate that the proposed
method may work well in unseen conditions. To explore this
point further, we report results for two additional datasets, not
used for training:
• D5: (Described in [29].) Speech intelligibility was mea-
sured for sentences from the Dutch matrix sentence
test [71] in SSN or car noise, unprocessed or processed
by one of three different optimal energy redistribution
algorithms at four different SNRs. The dataset has 32
conditions in total.
• D6: (Described in [72].) Speech intelligibility was mea-
sured for sentences from the Dutch matrix sentence
test [71] convolved with a room impulse response (T60 =
1s) and further degraded by additive SSN. The sentences
were presented unprocessed or processed by one of four
different optimal energy redistribution algorithms at four
different SNRs. The dataset has 20 conditions in total.
Note that datasets D5 and D6 differ from the training set
both in terms of speech material (Dutch sentences), processing
type (energy redistribution), and distortion type (reverberation
is included in D6). Predictions were made directly from
the stimuli, as presented to the subjects in the underlying
TABLE IV
MEAN PREDICTION PERFORMANCE FOR TWO LISTENING EXPERIMENTS
WHICH WERE NOT USED IN TRAINING.
Dataset RMSE Kendall’s Tau
D5 5.57 pp 0.868
D6 8.75 pp 0.546
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Fig. 6. A histogram of predicted intelligibility for each of 300 clean speech
sentences from the ADFD corpus. Predictions were made with ten CNNs
(K = 14). The bars are coloured according to the contributions of each CNN.
Predictions were made with the logistic function corresponding to dataset D4.
listening experiments (i.e. no clean speech substitution was
performed). Predictions were made using the output of the
SUM-layer (see Fig. 2) as an index of intelligibility similar
to the STOI measure or the SII. The indices were mapped to
direct predictions of intelligibility by using logistic functions
fitted separately to each of datasets D5 and D6. Predictions
were made by all ten CNNs trained using unseen SNRs
(Sec. IV-A) with K = 14. Results, shown in Fig. 5, indicate
a high degree of prediction accuracy. This is supported by
Table IV which shows RMSE and Kendall’s Tau (note that
Kendall’s Tau is independent of the fact that the data points
were transformed with a fitted logistic function, as this does
not change the ordering of data points).
D. Predictions for Clean Speech and Noise
In order to further investigate the behaviour of the proposed
method we show predictions obtained when using either clean
speech or pure noise as input signals.
To make the results tangible, we used a logistic function to
provide predictions in percent (i.e. the dashed block in Fig. 2)
is included). We used the logistic function associated with
dataset D4, as this is the largest considered dataset and the
one with the most robust results.
Results for clean speech were obtained by making predic-
tions for 300 random ADFD sentences (sampled from the
subset of the ADFD corpus used for testing). Predictions were
made with each of the ten CNNs with K = 14 trained for the
first type of data split. A histogram of the results are shown in
Fig. 6. While a few sentences yield predictions substantially
lower than 100%, the method clearly tends to predict high
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TABLE V
PREDICTED INTELLIGIBILITY FOR VARIOUS NOISE RECORDINGS FROM
THE NOISE-X DATABASE [68]. PREDICTIONS WERE MADE USING THE
LOGISTIC FUNCTION ASSOCIATED WITH DATASET D4 .
Recording Median prediction
White noise 1.2%
Pink noise 1.2%
HF channel 1.3%
Jet cockpit 1 1.3%
Jet cockpit 2 1.4%
Car interior 1.8%
F16 cockpit 1.8%
Destroyer engine room 2.0%
Factory floor 2 2.8%
Tank noise 2.9%
Military vehicle 3.3%
Destroyer operations room 7.5%
Factory floor 1 22.3%
Machine gun 38.6%
Speech babble 41.4%
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Fig. 7. Comparison of median predictions for dataset D3 when using
Dantale II and ADFD as underlying clean speech.
levels of intelligibility for clean speech. The median prediction
is 85.3%.
Results for pure noise were obtained in a similar fashion,
using noise recordings from the NOISEX corpus [68]. Median
predictions for different noise types are listed in Table V.
The results clearly show that predicted intelligibility increases
for increasingly modulated noise sources. This shows that the
trained CNNs associate high speech intelligibility with various
forms of modulation.
E. Validation of Clean Speech Substitution
In this study, the underlying clean speech from the used
datasets was substituted with clean speech from another corpus
(the ADFD corpus). This was done to ensure that the proposed
method was not over-fitted to the small speech corpora used
in the original datasets. The assumption behind this is that
predicted intelligibility does not change, when another speech
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Fig. 8. Plots of the kernel weights for a CNN with K = 10, trained according
to the procedure described in Sec. IV-A.
corpus is substituted in place of the one used for collecting
a dataset. To investigate the validity of this assumption, we
made predictions for dataset D3, using the original underlying
clean speech (Dantale II) and compared these with the ADFD-
based prediction (as shown in Fig. 4a). We did this analysis for
dataset D3 because it contains highly diverse noise types, and
because it is appears to be the most challenging of the studied
datasets, according to Fig. 4. The predictions with Dantale II
were made in exactly the same manner as those using ADFD
sentences. Median predictions are compared in Fig. 7. The
figure verifies that for the vast majority of conditions, it makes
only a small difference whether Dantale II or ADFD sentences
are used as underlying clean speech material.
F. Interpretation of Trained Network
Because of the simple structure of the used CNN and the
small values of K, it is possible to effectively visualize the
operation of the resulting network. To do this, we selected
one particular network with K = 10, trained according to the
procedure applied in Sec. IV-A. In this section, we illustrate
the operation of this network in further detail.
The kernel weights of this network are plotted in Fig. 8.
Each kernel spans Q = 15 one-third octave bands, logarith-
mically spaced from 150 Hz to 3.8 KHz, and N = 30 time
frames, corresponding to 384 ms. The convolutional part of the
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Fig. 9. a) A spectrogram of a signal consisting of about four seconds of bottling factory hall noise, followed by about four seconds of speech in bottling factory
hall noise at an SNR of 10 dB. b) The signal representation used as input for the proposed CNN-based SIP algorithm. c) The corresponding instantaneous
excitation of the ten kernels displayed in Fig. 8, as well as instantaneous predicted intelligibility based on one trailing second of signal. The excitation signals
have been normalized to the interval 0 to 1.
network can be interpreted as if looking for segments of signal
with a time-frequency pattern similar to the kernels. The output
of the convolutional stage is passed through three FF layers.
A high degree of excitation for a particular kernel, may be
interpreted, by the later stages of the network, as an indication
of either higher intelligibility or of lower intelligibility (e.g.
a kernel can function as a detector of intelligible speech,
but also as a detector of noise). Since the contribution of
each kernel is determined through a non-linear mixing with
other kernel excitation levels, it is not possible to generally
map the contribution of each kernel to predicted intelligibility.
The kernels seen in Fig. 8 clearly represent various types of
spectro-temporal modulation structure. For instance, kernels 7
and 9 appear to encode temporal modulation at rates around 3
and 5 Hz, respectively. Kernel 7 could also be interpreted as
a detector of short bursts (e.g. short voiced segments). Ker-
nels 4, 5 and 10 appear to represent more complex temporal
developments with the spectral distribution changing across
time.
To further illustrate the operation of the network, Fig. 9
shows several internal properties of the network, for an input
signal consisting of a short segment of bottling factory hall
noise followed by a short segment of speech and bottling
factory hall noise at +10 dB SNR. Fig. 9a shows a conventional
spectrogram of the signal. Fig. 9b shows the signal representa-
tion used as input to the network (i.e. the representation given
by (3)). Fig. 9c shows the ten outputs of the convolution stage
(i.e. obtained by convolution with the kernels displayed in
Fig. 8 followed by application of the softplus non-linearity),
as well as the predicted intelligibility of the signal (obtained,
for illustration, by using the logistic function associated with
dataset D4), computed based on one trailing second of signal.
Note that this application of the proposed algorithm does
not use an ideal VAD. The VAD mechanism is is implicitly
taken care of by the network, and results in low predicted
speech intelligibility in noise-only segments. From Fig. 9c, it
is evident that the kernels are strongly excited by the speech
part of the signal, and much less so by the non-speech part.
The individual kernels are excited somewhat sparsely during
the speech part of the signal, and each of them at different
points in time. This could indicate that the training has caused
the kernels to be excited by different features in speech signals.
The predicted speech intelligibility, shown in Fig. 9c, is mostly
low in the non-speech part of the signal, and becomes close
to one in the speech part of the signal. This suggests that
the network is able to distinguish speech from the noisy
background. However, the strong fluctuations of the prediction
also suggests that one second of audio may not be enough to
accurately predict intelligibility (one could argue that speech
intelligibility is not even a meaningful concept for such a short
signal).
V. DISCUSSION
In this section we further discuss some design decisions
concerning the proposed CNN architecture and the procedure
used for training it. Specifically we discuss 1) the use a an
ideal VAD in the preprocessing step for an otherwise non-
intrusive method, and 2) the joining of data across multiple
listening experiments and the associated substitution of under-
lying clean speech material.
A. The Use of an Ideal VAD
The preprocessing steps carried out on the degraded speech
inputs to the proposed CNN architecture (Sec. II-A) involve
the use of an ideal VAD. The use of an ideal VAD together
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Fig. 10. Two hypothetical signals, each composed of two consecutive
segments. The first signal consists of a token of clean speech (e.g. a sentence),
and a token of pure noise. The second signal consists of a token of clean
speech, and a token of noisy speech, presented at an SNR which makes it
indistinguishable from pure noise. The speech intelligibility of the first signal
is 100%, as only the first token contains intelligible speech, and the second
token contains no speech. The average intelligibility of the second signal is
only 50%, as the first token contains intelligible speech, while the second
token contains unintelligible speech.
with an otherwise non-intrusive method may seem somewhat
inconsistent. However, we argue that the use of an ideal VAD
is necessary to ensure meaningful training and evaluation of
the proposed method. When applying the proposed method in
practice, no VAD is necessary.
To illustrate the necessity of an ideal VAD, two hypothetical
signals are shown in Fig. 10. Each signal consists of two
tokens of speech and/or noise. Signal 1 consists of one token
of clean speech (e.g. a sentence), and a token of pure noise
without speech. The first token is easily intelligible, and
the second token contains no speech. Therefore all speech
in Signal 1 is intelligible, i.e. the intelligibility is 100%.
Signal 2 consists of one token of clean speech, followed by
one token of noisy speech, presented at an SNR of −∞ dB.
In Signal 2, the first token of speech is intelligible, but the
second one is not, i.e. the average intelligibility is 50%.
However, there is no way, even in principle, to predict this
difference from the degraded signals only, because signals 1
and 2 are, in fact, completely identical: both signals contain
one token of clean speech, and one token of noise. The
only difference is whether the second token is considered to
contain an underlying, unintelligible, speech signal, or not. To
meaningfully evaluate the performance of a non-intrusive SIP
algorithm for these signals, one should remove the second half
of Signal 1, which does not contain any underlying speech
information. This makes it possible for the algorithm to realize
that all speech in Signal 1 is clean, while the second half
of Signal 2 is severely corrupted by noise. In this way, one
evaluates how accurately the algorithm can predict speech
intelligibility whenever speech is present. In exactly the same
way, a listening experiments evaluates only how well a subject
is able to understand speech when speech is present; not in
the arbitrary pauses between sentences.
For practical uses of the proposed system it is unnecessary
to use a VAD. In real-world applications, a system like the
proposed one could be used to produce a time-varying estimate
of intelligibility based on a few seconds of signal history (as
shown in Fig. 9c). In such a use-case, the system will predict
intelligibility when speech is present, and approach 0% when
no speech is present. This aligns well with the intuitively
expected behaviour for such a system, and does not rely on
any type of VAD.
B. Joining Data Across Different Listening Experiments
Sec. III-A describes a process for replacing the underlying
speech material, used in listening experiments, with speech
from an alternative corpus. We assume that it is still meaning-
ful to use such modified stimuli for predicting intelligibility.
For this to be the case, the used CNN architecture should
respond similarly to the original degraded speech and the
degraded speech with substituted target speech. Because the
employed architecture uses kernels with a duration of 384 ms,
we assume it to be mainly sensitive to features on this time-
scale, i.e. individual phonemes and transitions between these.
The substitution should therefore be unproblematic, provided
that the phonetic structures are similar across the original and
substituted corpora. Since Dantale II and the ADFD corpora
both contain common Danish sentences, we consider this to
be a reasonable assumption for datasets D1, D2 and D3. This
is supported by evidence from Sec. IV-E. We were unable
to obtain the used recordings of the CID W-22 word lists
used in dataset D4, and it is therefore more difficult to assess
whether the substitution of speech corpora is justifiable in this
case. Notably, the CID W-22 corpus contains English words
rather than full Danish sentences. While we do not believe the
difference between English and Danish to be highly important,
it has previously been suggested that intelligibility is lower,
when individual words are presented without a context [73].
Such general differences should, however, easily be accounted
for by the use of separate logistic functions for the different
datasets.
The above discussion suggests an even broader question:
is it sensible to merge results from different listening experi-
ments, carried out with different subjects, different equipment,
in different conditions, using different speech corpora? The
answer, of course, depends on the magnitude of differences
between the listening experiments, and the required quality of
the merged dataset. All four datasets, considered in this work,
have been collected with normal hearing subjects, presented
with diotic degraded speech via headphones. Unless any of
the equipment used in collecting these datasets have strongly
impacted the results, it is reasonable to assume that results
can be compared across such studies. We believe the main
difference to be the, already mentioned, difference between
the used speech corpora. The typical method to account for
such differences within the SIP community has been to apply
separate mapping functions (e.g. logistic functions) [13], [1].
By fitting separate logistic functions to the different datasets,
we have introduced a similar means to account for these
differences.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
architecture for use in Speech Intelligibility Prediction (SIP).
The architecture is designed with a specific focus on being
interpretable and structurally comparable to existing SIP al-
gorithms. To evaluate the performance of the architecture, we
collected a dataset of measured intelligibility by combining
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the results of four listening experiments from the literature.
The performance of the proposed method was shown to be
similar to or higher than that of four existing intrusive and
non-intrusive SIP algorithms. Furthermore, it was shown to
account for the intelligibility of two datasets which were not
used for training.
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